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We’Re GoInG on a Plane TRIP

Even with a well-behaved kid (meaning “dosed with Diazepam”), the 
current airline experience would make any parent run for the nearest 
Zen meditation center (meaning “Diazepam”). Yet you’re faced with a 
flight to see the in-laws for the holidays. Just thinking about the list of 
items you must get through airport security makes you want to chuck 
everything and raise your baby in a yurt.

If her diaper is full, it might count as a container. Is pee on the TSA’s 
list of approved liquids? And will her stroller even fit through the 
security gate? Will it cause a bottleneck at the screening area?

Plus, you remember those flights before you had a kid. When a baby or 
toddler started freaking out six miles above the Earth, those parents 
became the most hated people on the plane, even more hated than the 
guy expelling garlicky belches and hassling the flight attendants. 

You briefly consider letting your little girl roam the aisle while onboard 
to stretch her limbs and keep her from flipping out while trapped in the 
flight cabin. Then you quickly dismiss the idea, after remembering that 
the floor of the modern airliner is like the movie theater floor’s  
slutty cousin.

And what about nap time? That can’t be mimicked on a flight. At home, 
you take your daughter to her room and dim the lights. On a plane, 
babies go from sitting to continuing to sit. Just stating “It’s nap time” 
doesn’t quite do it. You’re pretty sure threats don’t work either.

You consider canceling the visit until either your in-laws make the 
trip themselves or scientists perfect teleportation technology. Even 
then, though, you’re concerned the stroller won’t fit through the 
transporter door.
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Here’s how it works: You have to send everything except the baby 
through the X-ray machine. You’re usually allowed to take baby 
food, hand sanitizer, diaper cream, etc. through. Yes, ignoring TSA 
regulations (like a common terrorist) is just one of the many perks of 
parenthood. If you have a stroller, some airports will allow you to get 
in the shorter Family or Wheelchair lines for screening.

If you’ve heard the anecdotal tip of dosing your baby with Benadryl 
to make her sleep thoughout the flight, a word of caution: On some 
babies, it has the exact opposite effect, essentially giving you a spastic 
chipmunk to manage for the duration of the trip.

Either way, if you can arrange to sit near other parents, do it. They 
won’t be bothered by any shenanigans like other passengers. Once on 
the plane, to tackle the ear pressure thing, do a bottle on the way up 
and a bottle on the way down (or a lollipop if they’re older). Bring a 
duffel bag full of toys your baby has either never seen or hasn’t seen 
in a while. If all else fails, give her a copy of SkyMall and she’ll occupy 
herself by tearing the thing to ribbons. Your baby may nap, but most 
likely you’ll have to put on the longest show of your parenthood, with 
no intermission and no applause.

On the bright side, if any of the flight attendants are parents, you may 
get a free Bloody Mary.


